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Developmental Milestones

• Preference for human faces

• Recognition of name

• Pointing to something an adult cannot find

• Violation of expectations

• Passing nonverbal false belief tasks

• Physical location affects perspective

• Passing traditional verbal false belief tasks

• Ability to represent more than one mental state

• 4 months

• 4 months

• 12 months

• 15 months

• 17 months

• 3–4 years

• 4+ years

• 11+ years











Anatomical Substrates of Social Cognition

• DLPFC

• VLPFC

• VMPFC

• Medial parietal cortex

• OFC

• PCC

• ACC

• STS

• FFA

• TPJ

• HPA



How do we identify the brain regions 
associated with social cognition?



Socrates’ Imperative: Know Thyself

(a) Participants answer a series of questions about their own 
personality traits as well as the personality traits of someone else. (b) 
Then they are asked which of the trait words they can remember.



Self-referential effect

Self-referential processing occurs when significant information about 
the self is processed intensely.

The self-referential effect is enhanced by memory for information 
processed in relation to oneself.

Self-referential processing appears to be our baseline or resting state.



Socrates’ Imperative: Know Thyself

• Combined data from nine positron emission tomography (PET) 
studies showing the regions that were most active during passive 
tasks (in blue). The lateral (left) and medial (right) surfaces of the left 
hemisphere are shown.







Judging the Self

Less deactivation in the anterior cingulate was associated with rating 
positive personality traits in comparison to negative personality traits. 
vACC is the ventral anterior cingulate cortex.



Self-Insight

The orbitofrontal cortex 
(yellow) lies just beneath 
the medial prefrontal 
cortex region (green) 
associated with the 
summaries of personality 
traits. 



Typical orbitofrontal damage is indicated in red. Each row represents 
ascending brain slices beginning on the left, with the most superior 
slice to the far right, of a single patient. The bottom row is a 
composite of the findings from all the patients. Red indicates 75–
100% overlap, green 50–75%, blue 25–50%, and pink 0–25%.





(a) Participants first performed a social skill task that required them to 
make conversation with an experimenter they did not know well. (b) 
After performing the task and reporting on their perceptions of their 
own social appropriateness and emotions (self-insight), participants 
watched a videotape of their task performance. 



In contrast to the 
other brain-damaged 
participants and the 
healthy control 
participants, patients 
with orbitofrontal 
damage became 
embarrassed after 
viewing their social 
mistakes on videotape.



Social Knowledge

• Orbitofrontal Cortex Damage

People with damage to the orbitofrontal cortex may fail to 
inhibit socially inappropriate behavior. 

Why? The information about the emotional consequences 
of their actions has been lost. 



People make inferences about the actions of others using their own 
expectations based on experiences from their own lives.



Regret is the outcome of simulation.



Understanding emotions of others 
by their facial expressions





Importance of Eye Gaze 

• Selective Attention

The eye gaze of healthy 
participants is compared to that of 
participants with autism while they 
are watching characters in a film. 
(b) Healthy participants tend to 
focus on the eyes of characters in a 
film. In comparison, participants 
with autism do not show selective 
attention to the eyes in 
comparison to more non-
informative aspects of the face







Medial prefrontal cortex activity was associated with forming 
impressions of personality in comparison to remembering sequence 
order.



Theory of Mind



False Beliefs

• Sally–Anne Task

• Can you take someone 
else’s point of view?

• What challenges might 
you face if you were not 
able to understand 
someone else’s point of 
view?



Observation initiates simulation in the brain. 



As the expressions of disgust became more intense, the BOLD response 
in the insula increased.



Theory of Mind and the Right Temporoparietal Junction



Theory of Mind: 
Understanding the Mental States of Others

• Intentional Eye 
Shifts

The superior 
temporal sulcus 
tracked the 
intention behind 
shifts in eye gaze 
rather than all 
shifts in eye gaze.





Brain Abnormalities in Autism

• Head circumference 

– Birth versus first birthday

• Frontal lobes 

• Superior Temporal Sulcus

• Amygdala 

• Cerebellum

• Hippocampus

• Functional Connectivity



Imitative Behavior



(a) In typically developing children, the activity of MH muscle differs 
depending on the action. During execution of the bringing-to-the-
mouth (red), the EMG indicated that the MH muscle’s activity 
increased several hundred ms before the hand actually grasped 
the food. When the activity is a placing action (blue) with no 
eating involved, the muscle remained inactive. 

(b) In children with ASD, there is no activation of the MH muscle 
during execution of either reaching or grasping. Similar results 
are seen during the observation of the bringing-to-the-mouth 
action (red) and the placing action (blue) in (c) normally 
developing children. 

(d) In children with autism, however, observing a hand grasping food 
and bringing it to the mouth does not illicit any MH action.



Deficits in Social Cognition

• Schizophrenic patients show hypometabolism in the 
prefrontal cortex. This abnormality is especially marked 
during tasks that produce increased blood flow in this area 
in healthy participants. 





A subjectively positive outcome was one in which a favored team was successful or a rival team 
failed against a favored team. In this case, activations were seen in the ventral striatum, along 
with the left middle frontal and superior frontal gyrus, left insula, bilateral caudate, and SMA. A 
subjectively negative outcome was the opposite and activated the ACC, SMA, and the right 
insula.







: moral decision-making



Why are we moral?



Moral decision-making

• Moral decisions are grounded in an individual's sense of ethics, 
which may be defined using approaches such as the utilitarian 
approach, the rights approach, the justice approach or the virtue 
approach. 

• Because of the different ways ethics are defined by different 
people, some decisions are likely to be considered moral by some 
and immoral by others.



• In the utilitarian approach, a moral decision is one that causes the 
most good for the most people while harming the fewest people. 

• The rights approach defines morality in terms of the rights possessed 
by human beings, such as the rights to privacy, safety and truth, as 
well as the right to not be used by other people. Under this more 
rigid system, a moral decision is one that does not violate the 
personal rights of any individual.

• The justice approach is also known as the fairness approach. A moral 
decision in the justice approach is one that treats all parties involved 
equally, with no signs of discrimination or favoritism.

• The virtue approach assumes that individuals are constantly striving 
towards future goals and ideals regarding who they want to be. In the 
virtue approach, a moral decision is one that is consistent with both 
who the individual is, who he eventually wants to become and 
whether this decision is moving him towards those virtues or away 
from them.











Moral Decisions: Trolley’s dilemma









Moral Decision vs. Economic decision







In patients with antisocial personality disorder, the volume of cortex 
(gray matter) in the prefrontal region of the brain is significantly 
reduced from both a normal and a substance dependent control group.






